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On Living with Depression for Eight Vears 
Inspired by Patrick Roche's Couples Therapy 
Stacy fTIcKeigue 
He is the body pressed against me 
in bed, sticky with night and desire— 
I don't get much sleep when he stays over 
because he always wants to fuck 
with my mind. He calls 
images out from shoeboxes , 
in the dusty closet of my brain: 
photographs of times he will not let me 
forget. 
His is the hand entwined in my hair, 
tugging my head back down 
to the pillow in the morning. 
Stay here, he coos. 
UJhat is the point of getting up? 
He erjoys sneaking up behind me, 
wrapping his arms around 
my middle when I'm staring. 
in the mirror. 
He whispers: Baby, 
took how much of you there is 
to love. 
He is thejealous type, frowning 
silenty in the corner as I run scales, 
caressing the keyboard spine of another 
man 
in the darkness of my closed eyes, 
whose sighs of ecstasy drown 
his tow, gravely song. 
He can get.. .unpleasant when we tight, 
reaching for the tiger-stripe scissors 
hidden in the desk. But reaiy, 
I know I provoke him, always making 
mistakes 
and saying stupid things. 
He is ony trying to correct me, 
make me better. 
And he buys me the most wonder­
ful gifts, 
lite this gorgeous strand of pearls 
to wear in my mouth. When 
people ask 
how we're doing I flash thejewels 
and tell them that I have never 
been happier. 
He's bad for you, says everyone 
who doesn't understandjust how 
alive 
I am with him. They see the world 
in ony seven colors; I see it in a 
million 
shadows of greg each shade 
darker and more unique than the 
last. 
He is the cherry sauce 
on an otherwise vanilla life, 
dribbling down my thin 
wrists, my soft serve hips. 
He is my muse, breathing life 
into my art, giving me reason 
to rhyme. 
He says I am nothing 
iwithout him. 
Woodlaiun Park 
Sarah Geekie 
When the neuu woodchips came, we ran across 
to our park. We grabbed 
the purple dinosaur and hung on its neck. 
The purple dinosaur baked in the sun 
while we hid behind mounds in the sandbox. 
The grownups staged on the gravel. 
When the ground froze and turned white, 
we slid down icy slides into drifts of 
snow. We dared each other to step 
on the pond. We never touched it. 
We followed the dog's paw prints all the way . 
to the swings. We wondered where he had gone. 
When the new woodchips came again, only I 
came running. I stopped when I saw the new 
paint covering decades of defacement 
and the stake where the purple dinosaur had been. 
Lost in Transit 
Cheyenne Ulinix 
fl letter written, 
Signed uuith the adoration of tiuo souls 
Bound in spirit 
Sent out into the uuorld. 
fl promise made. 
fl promise of fullness, 
Of struggle and learning andjoy, 
Of loneliness abolished, 
Of memories galore. 
The excitement suuells, expectant. 
Excited for neuu life, 
For high-pitched cackles, 
For the smoothness of baby poiuder, 
For squishy skin stretched over tiny bones. 
UUaiting patienty, uuaiting for months. 
UUaiting far too long, 
flnxiousy searching the mail, 
Praying for a sign of the letter's existence. 
The day has come and gone. 
The letter is lost. 
English major 
Saroh Geekie 
They say Take It HI You make If 
So if I talk Emerson over elcairs 
And Dickinson over decaf 
UUill I reach enlightenment? 
Or uuill I be dead before I even hit the 
books? . 
Apathy 
fllicah Spruth-Jonssen 
Another school another shooting 
Another day, another death 
The lives lue lead cut short by 
The hatred of a human 
HOLU is God's goodness here? 
Houu is love still living in us? 
UUe say uue're sorry 
UUe chant for change 
The day is done 
The lights are louu 
HOLU easy to erase 
Houu faces never faced • 
Can arise 
Can ignore 
Another school another shooting 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
River Wilding 
I u uant to remember 
The UUomen, uuho, as girls, 
Danced to *Ray of Lighf 
Barefooted, bareheaded, 
Laughing full and strong, 
nothing going uurong. 
UUho played in creeks 
Rnd culverts in the 
Hanging heat of summer. 
I uuant to remember 
The UUomen uuho had 
Babies and lovers, 
Illness and addiction-
R spectrum of possessions 
In addition to their losses, 
UUho hit uualls unanticipated, 
Rnd took their ou_in tools 
To those uualls. 
Ony to be taken auuay 
To some Dark, Quiet Place 
UUhere their babies uuere not, . 
UUhere there uuere ony uualls. 
(Ho angels came.) 
Ony to be sent floating... 
Floating douunstream, 
Into the arms of police, 
Of their families in mourning. 
This is my memory: 
UUomen, six of them. 
Tuuo missing four found (not living)-
One of uuhom uuas eating for tuuo. 
Whispers 
Kendall Kartaly 
Digital Photograph 
Storyboard 
Regan UJeber 
Oil paint on canvas, 24' x 36' 
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Remnants (1 and 2) 
River UUilding 
Digital Photographs 
16 
17 
fl Splash 
Regan UJeber 
Digital Photograph 
18 
Untitled 
flicholas Knox 
Digital Photograph 
The Sun and the ITloon 
Brittany Taltey 
Oil on Canvas. 
20 

22 
Untitled (2) 
(licholas Knox 
Digital Photograph 
The Dream 
flathan Biancordi 
Ink on Ftiper 
23 
The Things UUe Leave Behind 
Blake Larson 
Digital Photograph 
24 
Lens 
Brittany Barrett 
Acrylic on Canvas 
Atop the Smokies 
flora Villegas-Pineda 
Digital Photograph 
Landscape 
Blake Larson 
Digital Photograph 
r 
Inner Beauty 
flathan Biancardi 
Oil on Canvas 
Untitled (3) 
flicholas Knox 
Digital Photograph 
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Library Senses 
Ularci Stavig 
There once mas a girl mho ate rnords, She uuent around in life broiusing the books of 
public libraries uuhile sipping on the cream of her coffee. Sometimes luords mere delicious. UUords • 
like flamboyanf, fortuitous', 'ubiquitous'. Some mere harder to smallom, ones that sounded rough and 
scratchy like 'kettle' 'sarcophagus' and thistle'. Others still mere mords spoken harsh and- loud, soaking 
in hateful intent. She didn't lite those because they left a foul taste on her tongue. They mere hot and 
inflated, lite a bad batch of curry, and their taste mould linger the rest of the day. 
She could remember fairy mell the mords she ate and horn each of them tingled or stung 
her taste buds. Bary on, she realized that her appetite mas not like other little children. In elementary 
school, she mould tear off Ihe pages of her books and crumple them into her small fists. Then she'd 
proceed to stuff them into her pink-lipped mouth uuith the enthusiasm of any young child daring to 
do the impossible. Her parents scolded her, and the other kids stopped gobbling Elmer's glue to stare 
miith their big curious eyes. She stared back and smallomed the paper domn. The vastness betmden 
them mas a pathless, tangled forest of thorny vines. She simpy couldn't get through unless she cast 
herself into something clearer fa them. 
It masn't the same nom. She did her eating discreety, not because she mas ashamed but 
because she didn't mant others to feel uncomfortable. UUhat she couldn't do mas stop. There mas 
something irresistible about the sound of mords, horn they tumbled domn tongues, horn they mere 
shaped and discerned on a page. Handmritten notes mere by far the tastiest. She mould quiety take 
bits an'd pieces out of those. Slomy, she'd savor doodled hearts and smiley faces that tasted of rich 
chocolate. 
The mord-eating girl smiled to herself, broiun eyes shining as they bromsed the shelf of her 
college library. Her finger ran across the dusty spines as she felt her may to the best area: fantasy. UUith 
lomer lip trapped beneath top teeth, she thumbed through the books sitting at her eye level. She masn't 
all that short but she masn't all that tall either. Oftentimes, she'd challenge herself on tiptoes but today 
mas a day for staying safey on the ground. Her moccasin styled shoes mere bromn suede and the 
rust-colored beads at the end of the laces softy clicked against each other. 
She sat domn, resting her back against the book case, and after finishing snacking on mords 
imith her eyes (ifd be bad to eat library books since they uueren't hers), she stood again to push the 
book back into place. But lo and behold, there mas another pair of eyes peering through the narrouu 
gap betmeen hardcovers. Their color mas a cloudy blue mhose milky pools rerninded her of mist in 
the morning, fl bit startled, the mord-eating girl held her breath uuithin that cool fog. 
. Tire you looking at the fantasy section?" the blue eyed girl mhispered through the five-inch 
mindom. Her voice mas small but excited. 
Tteah. Do you like it7 
"I can't read these," the stranger replied. 
ff you can't read, mhy are you here7 fls she asked, it finaiy damned on the mord-eating girl 
that this person mas blind. 
7m here because..." the stranger's mords trailed off and trickled into the girls parted mouth. 
They had tasted of honeysuckle. She maited quiety, hungriy, for more. TTly older brother takes me 
here every meekend. I don't actuaiy go to school here. I can't" 
Thafs too bad." She felt the need to lomer her eyes. TJJhafs your name?" 
*Hana." 
The flomer-scented name brought a smile to the mord-eating girls face. It mas too bad that 
the stranger couldn't see it. 
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"And you are7 
The word-eating girl felf unusuaiy embarrassed about her oiun name and she mentaiy 
fleuj through all the names she could think of to replace her own. She uuanted to create an exciting 
neiu self luith a brand neuj character name. Something simple but something bright, maybe some­
thing curious. She thought of the green grass uuaving outside the windows, and how its blades rustled 
against each other in song. 
She thought of the paradox of introverted teamwork, of quiet voices, and subjected harmony. 
The notes were whispering in southern prairies. Ym...Abilene...' The two of them let the name sit in the 
air for a bit. They listened as lilies bowed to kiss one another under sailing clouds. Yd shake your hand 
but I do believe there is a book case in between us,' she added sheepishy and wiped her hands on 
the hips of her navy skirt. 
Ylo worries,' Hana shrugged and walked around the obstacle as if she knew exacty where 
everything was. Abilene didn't doubt that she did. Perhaps it was weird to be friendy with a stranger 
but Abilene tended to like people, especiaiy those whose voices resounded inside her and produced 
goosebumps on the surface of her skin. This one, her heart fluttered, this one is like me. 
Hana walked into the same isle and stopped a foot before Abilene. For a moment, she didn't 
say anything. It were as if she were checking to make sure Abilene was where she should be. Again, 
the waves of grass parted a pathway between them, one lined with violet whispers and sky-scraping 
sunflowers. Somehow silenty confirming where Abi lene stood, Hana regained herself. "Sorry, nice to 
meet you.' 
They were shorty struck with a case of stiff fidgets and nervous palms. 
"You too,' Abilene replied and tangled her restless fingers together. "You've memorized the 
library?' She inquired, remembering Hana had mentioned fantasy, which was of course a correct 
guess. 
Td say so,' Hana nodded half to herself. 
"If I might ask...' Abilene started cautiousy, even dipping her head forward as all people asking 
permission practice. "UJere you born blind? Or did something happen7 
Hana sat on the question as if she were working the cogs and screws of a heart. There 
were a couple times where she dew beath, eady to speak, ony to let that beath go with the spring 
beeze. 
"You don't have to answer. I wasjust curious,' Abilene said apologeticaiy. 
Tve always been like this,' was all Hana allowed herself to say. Abilene wanted to press 
further, to taste moe, to know moe. She was a girl who wanted to try everything. Her paents had 
often called her naughty, but they weren't here to restrain her starving mind. 
"I see,' Abilene forced on a smile for herself. "Do you have a favorite story7 she offered a 
change in subject, to which Hana welcomed gratefuiy. 
"LUell,' the blind girl tightened the bow on her blouse with a spice of pride. Abilene felt the 
hints of cinnamon sprinkle on her tongue from that single word. "The books I know are ony in brail or 
the ones my brother has read to me. You know, I'm blind but I can write.' 
"UUhat7 The repy mighfve come out a little too rudey but Hana didn't seem to take any 
notice of its harsh disbelief. 
"I'll show you,' Hana waved her palm and led Abilene to a table. Abilene was worried the 
girt might run into something but Hana found the chair with ease and pulled it out, offering Abilene a 
seat. Abilene took note of the girts small wrists and the unexpected sheen of her rounded nails. A small 
callous obstructed her right pinky, an ant hill in a backyard garden. 
"Do you have paper and pencil? Sorry, I didnt bring mine today,' Hana asked. She tucked 
her skirt beneath her and sat down. 
"Yeah, sure,' Abilene tumbled with the contents her book bag which she'd set beside her. 
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She brought out a half-filled notebook and her favorite panda-patterned, mechanical pencil. She then 
flipped to a blank page. Hana took it uuith a bouu of thanks and Abilene uuatched her intensey. Hoiu 
could a blind person uurite anything? Guess uuork? HOLU did they knoiu uuhat letters looked like? UUere 
ihere classes for that? 
"What should I write7 
As if Abilene kneiu! I uuas most fun to see uuhat the author or artist could cog'ure out of 
nothing. "Anything you want," she urged. Pulse quickened and eyes started drying because she had 
ceased to blink. fTlaybe she had forgotten houu in her excitement. 
That's so vague/ Hana grinned. She flamboyanty flipped her hair out of her face, not that it 
mattered. She pretended to roll up her sleeves, for she had on short sleeves so there uuas nothing to 
roll. UJas this some sort of procedure? Abilene leaned further and her necklace clinked on the tabletop. 
"Well start uuith a penguin. I like penguins," Hanajnstructed as if giving a" tutorial. She put pencil 
to page and began uuriting in neat, italicized letters. Was this some sort ofjoke? Abilene glanced at 
Hana's supposedy sightless eyes. Ao, no one could fate it this uuell, could they? 
The lines she made uuere small and angled. Her capitalized letters uuere significanty larger 
than the others. Even the loops of her q, p, g, d, and I had a quirky yet attractive personality. Hana 
uuasted no energy in the uuay that she uurote. Her fingers held the pencil lighty and she didn't press the 
graphite very hard into the paper. Her sentences perfecty rode atop the blue lines. They bounced and 
spread like ripples in their pond. Her uuords and uuriting uuere a smooth, round pebble. Perfect skipping 
condition. 
Abilene had heard that blind people could type in brail and of course, read it. They kneuu lan­
guage the same as others, if not better. They couldn't see uuords but they could feel them af the tips of 
their trained fingers. Bach series of dots uuas understandable to them. Abilene uuas sure lhat if she ate a 
page of brail, she could understand too. Her gaze follouued each suuish and curve of Hana's uuriting in 
wonder. She especiaiy lited Hana's simple but pretty-looking uuord choices: shuffle, feet, bright, feather, 
slope. 
"Houu do you know what the letters look like and how to write them so well on the page? 
Vour handwriting is better than mine too," Abilene wanted to tire question after question but she re­
strained herself with great willpower. Ts very curious." 
Hana released the pencil and pushed the paper back to Abilene. "I don't know. Hot reaiy sure, 
but whenever I try writing or drawing, sometimes even painting I feel lite I can see." 
"But you can't actuaiy see7 It was a question of clarification. She scrutinized the brief para­
graph. 
Tlo, I can't 'actuaiy see. It's hard to explain. I don't have to see to write or paint or uuhatever. 
Ijust have to feel. Feel myself, feel olhers. I have no idea what you look lite but I can feel you too. Vour 
voice, breathing, heartbeat, all of it I believe I can understand. Rartiaiy. If I can feel something, then of 
course I can put it down on page." 
"Of course.. .Well, thafs amazingl" Abilene praised and looked around hastiy. Aot many 
students were here around noon time. "I guess if ifs you, ifs okay," she started wariy. She did a double 
take of the room to confirm that no one was observing them. She didn't want to make them feel 
unpleasant. "I have a bit of a bad habit. Although I don't think ifs so bad. Do you mind if I use your paper 
for myself?" 
"By all means." It was now Hana's turn to cock her head. Abilene took the corner of the 
page between her pointer and thumb. With a soft rip, she tore it off and, glancing self-consciousy at 
her neuj acquaintance, placed it on her tongue. 
"What are you doing7 Hana asked. She didn't say it in an accusing manner but was merey 
curious. 
For a second, Abilene thought it was pretty self-evident that she was eating paper, but then 
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she remembered the obvious handicap of her neuu acquaintance. Ym eating some of your paper.' 
YJUhatT 
"Yeah' Rbilene was briefly cautious of the unseeing eyes, but she shrugged off the useless 
worry before shoving a bigger morsel into her mouth. The words were rich, like honey. Rnd was that 
a hint of butterscotch? She felt the little swirls and dashes of handwriting slip smoothy down her throat 
when she swallowed. 
1 eat words. Spoken or written. Rnd I remember very well the words I eat. Yours taste 
sweet' Rbilene attempted explaining how her strange habit worked. This musfve been how the blind 
girl felt, trying to convey senses, feelings,, and aH those unconventional snippets of life. YJeez, I can't stop 
smiling,' she cupped the warm sides of her face. To think that there's someone as strange as me. 
UUell, strange in a good wayf 
R rosy flush overcame Hana's cheeks. "Yeah, I'm glad I'm meeting you. Strange is definitely 
good,' she said. "I can write more for you, if you'd like. I want to write more. There aren't many people 
who knowingy read my writing. ITIosty ifs my brother. Rlthough, I anonymousy send things tojoumals 
sometimes.' 
"Do you want to be a professional writer?' 
"fTlaybe, maybe not. I'm not sure yet,' Hana answered truthfuiy. "But I delinitey can't go on 
without it.' 
"Have you ever had to7 Rbilene inquired. Unlike her powers, perhaps Hana's were under 
control, as long as one took away the materials. 
"I know that my teachers and other students didn't realL) understand. fTly famiy neither. 
LUhen I could express feelings through the arts, I mean. They kind of bugged me about it, saying I was 
faking my blindness.' 
"Rh. UUell I don't find itjarring or fake,' Rbilene assured her. "In fact, this is easiy the most genu­
ine thing I've ever tasted.' 
"Reaiy? I'm glad. Here, I'll writ e something else and you can tell me how it tastes. I want you 
to feel me like I can feel you.' 
Thafs perfectf Rbilene exclaimed qnd leapt out of her chair. "Yes. You come here once a 
week, right?' 
"Yeah,' Hana answered prompty. 
"Perfect,' Rbilene knelt down by Hana's legs. 
Hana's free, left hand consciousy reached out across their path and Rbilene's rose to meet 
it. The two girls' shadows melded. UJhite dandelions grazed bluebell stalks, and gave their lightweight 
seeds to the sun. UUords streamed onto Hana's page, a peaceful bubbling in their pond. Their hands 
grasped each other tighter and the wind changed directions as they felt the beating of each other's 
existence turn with the earth. Something was unravelling before Rbilene and she didn't want to miss a 
single strip. 
In memory 
UladeJine Bartsch 
The last time I saiu you in person uuas Guy. Earlier that night, uue went out to smoke a cigarette 
together and got lost in a driveway, watching children play across the street. I remember your hand 
reaching for mine and you laughed as we walked back to the porch where our bodies were waiting, 
lile're sitting on a thin bluish carpet, and you're squinting at a powerpoint with a look of 
incredulity (your contacts were bothering you, so you took them out). 
UlaiLis that a ca!7 
UJha...How is that a caff 
It was definitely a cat. 
Earlier in Guy, we sat around the table, all smiles and laughter till our cheeks were tight. Like famiy; 
you'd say later, lile're like a weird little famiy. 
I remember more of your reactions than your words from the eary days. The way your 
eyes would widen 
when you would realize you said something off-cola. The dark circles under your eyes, 
but how brighty 
they would shine when you smiled. The way you laughed with your whole body, 
unreserved. Such joy. 
That night, we left a room filled with swirling colors and vibrancy and music and stepped out into the 
cool summer night, sober enough to talk but not quite enough to drive. The air hbd an almost autum­
nal undercurrent to it, but still carried summer sweetness in its taste. UUe talked about the flavor of the air. 
The Sensation of driving at night. 
Vou saw me in the hallway that day with my boyfriend in my face, yelling. LUe shared a 
look of 
recognition, soul to soul. Vou knew to not push. But you watched me closey that day. Kind 
words. Softer smiles, almost a question. Vou remembered that day, neary four years later. 
Thought you woulcTve forgotten. But then again, it was you. 
1 felt like we were reaiy on the same wavelength tonight. Do you know what I mean? Like you and I 
werejust totaiy on the same page.' 
Late September, middle of the afternoon, frm between classes rushing around like usual, 
but your face 
pops up on my Facebook. R message. 
Tiey i had a dream that u were in last night that u were sad and i'djust thought i'd let u 
know lhat yr loved & the besf 
In Guy, you talked about how much you loved us. Loved our nights together, the ease in which we 
fell into familiarity with one another...you worried for us. Always concerned for us. UUe spent hours 
wandering guided by streetlamps and a feeling of togetherness in our separate versions of lost. Kin-
dredness. For those hours, neither of our spirits were alone. 
I wish I had stayed later. I wish I had stayed up all night at that Denny's with you and drank 
coffee and kept talking and asked you all of the questions that burned in me that I was too 
scared to ask I wish I hadn't left you alone. 
UUe walked back towards our cars, preparing to part ways. 
sometimes i feel like im floating but for the most part i feel like im getting closer the person i 
wanna b. 
<3 
Above the fenceline, an impassive night sky was interrupted by a summer storm. It encompassed the 
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center of our vision, perfecty contained, rolling and shifting, surrounded by a canvas filled with stars. LUe 
sat for what feels like hours now but was minutes then, watching the clouds shudder and the lightning 
flash green and purple and white. 
There's something profound about this; one of us said. Blatant and clichb but also...so right. Sublimity 
framed by the beauty of summer stars, out of reach but never out of sight. ULIe watched the light in 
silence until the clouds blurred and broke, and parted ways. 
4 <3* 
fl Siren and a Sailor 
ITIorci Stavig 
Grisha never meant to get lost. Itjust sort of happened, mist blanketed the ocean and tilled his body uuilh 
haze. Everything felt heavier. Sloshing movements tugged beneath his old uuooden ship. UUell perhaps a more 
accurate uuord uuould be Tooaf. He never heard the uuord himself but he read enough picture books to knouu that 
ships uuere bigger more mqjeslic. 
Boats uuere child's play. They didn't make ships lite they used to. Aouuadays, they uuere made from 
tins and plastics and such. He kneiu his lie Icarus had a small bouu and a smaller cabin. Her tuuo triangular sails 
uuere decorated uuilh patches. Her rudder uuas uuearing auuay and her propeller turned brouun-gold uuith rust. 
Ravy uuaters stirred slouuL), gathering and brooding. The fog hadn't lifted so he flicked on the lantern 
he'd installed last year, and grabbed a sanduuich from his knapsack. This boat uuas Old Rap's gift to him "Icarus 
uuould sail until her days uuere over, houuever long that uuould take. Grishajust reached his thirtieth year, and she 
hit sixty-five back in April. Icarus uuas holding herself together by thistles of nails and screuus. Some old, some neuu. 
He may or may not have used duct tape in places too. Her bottom uuas the polished green sheen of permanent 
algae stains. She didn't float on top of the uuater as much as chug through it. 
Grisha took out his compass and read the AE under lamplight, more often than not, it uuas frustrating 
learning houu to sail uuhen no one could have vocaiy instructed him. flo hearing. Do higher education. Ao respect­
able career. Old Fbp had been upset at first but ony because he hadn't knouun houu to go about communicating 
uuith a deaf person. At least he'd been born hearing and learned some phonetics before illness took it auuay. His 
hearing aid also helped uuhen he uuas expanding his vocabulary in elementary school. Those uuho uuere born 
deaf or became deaf before learning language, had far more difficulty communicating. 
Once in a uuhile, Grisha could imagine catching an echo of something. Of uuhat, he had no idea. It 
uuas a louu, dull tremor that he couldn't even compare to anything an unknouun rumbling in the back of his head. 
He pushed it around in rhythm uuith the uuaves bumping against Icarus' hull. 
The uuatch on his left uurist read 4:50pm. Icarus left the dock at 9:30am that morning. Grisha had ih-
tended to return earlier. Sailing too far Aorth uuas a bad habit he needed to break If he didn't get back on track soon, 
he'd be stuck for the night. Although that uuasn't a horrible scenario. Old Fbp once took him out touuards the rocky 
islands off Ihe east coast and they'd spent the night drifting on the evening tides. 
The stars are beautiful, ain't theg Grisha7 Old Rap piped up and pointed to the night sky uuith trembling 
finger. There uuas an array of uuhite stars, blinking douun at the tuuo small creatures on the earlh. Small and stupid 
and sitting their siiy butts douun in a vast meadouu of black uuater. 
Beau-ti-ful. Grisha recognized Ihe three distinct movements of mouth and tongue. It ony took him a feuu 
extra seconds to repy. Ylaiisu.' His slurred, uuandering voice spoke carefuiy. 
UJatch out for torn sirens though, ylrouu? Ao one believes in them. Hell, I don't either. Though I uuouldn't 
mind if one sang to me nouu and took me to sea. Thafs uuhere I belong anyuuho. UUhat man doesn't uuant to be 
lead to his death by a beautiful uuoman7 Old Rap's smile uuidened before becoming a resigned sigh. 
Grisha uuatched him chuckle, matched the loose shaking of shoulders and Ihe drifting of air from tired 
lungs. There mas no laughter around him, no company but the moan of moves he couldn't quite console. He took 
to the mheel and moved Icarus back to the South from mhich they came. Like any smart person, he hadn't kept 
track of Icarus's route all day. Hejust got lost in his thoughts, is all. One mouldn't think that a deaf person could have 
thoughts, seeing that they do not form an inner voice, though this depended on horn far along their language skills 
developed before hearing mas tost. Regardless, by no means could they not experience emotions or reflect on 
them, maybe not contemplate in mods, but in, uuell.... .more feelings. 
Off by the port side, Ihe deaf sailor thought he sam something splash. He squinted his green eyes and 
tocused on that distant something. It uuas approaching through the fog as he continued matching. UJhen it smam 
close enough for him to see cleary, he gasped. Desus Christ, it mas a manl Horn there could possiby be a hu­
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man out this far from land? (Tlaybe he had been shipuurecked. Grisha prepared to fetch the single life preserver he 
had, until he sauu the flash of a tail. 
The man uuith a fish tail ffetori he uuas called, had separated trom his school. Loud ones, they mere. 
But here uuas fresh prey, and even in unexpected territory. There uuasn't a coast nearby and he'd ony been out for 
a leisurey suuim. nestori figured it uuas uuorih a shot, so he opened his moulh to emit an unhoy sound. By unholj, I 
hardy mean that he uuas a bad singer. 
Quite the opposite. He had a beautiful, unearlhy voice that reminded men of their loving uuives and the 
smell of a home cooked meal. It gave them a somber aching in their chests. He uuatched themjump off the boat 
as if they uuere going to fall on golden pastures. UJomen mere often the hunters since sailors tended to be male. It 
made cocwng them overboard easier. Though flestorfs masculine appearance hardy made any difference. His 
voice took them to a place of comfort. To close their ears to a siren's singing mould be closing yourself off from a 
sense of happiness. But thafs all it mas. fl sense. 
flestori didnl have to sing motds from any human language. It mas a pouuer his species had, a 
pomer they used to prey upon Ihe uueak and dumb, like this young fellouu here. The siren smam up to the hull 
and decided to present his fish tail in full light, as it so deserved. His blue scales mere dull in the grey atmosphere. 
He flicked his fins in a brash, playful matter. It mas flirting uuith body and voice. His eyes, mide and blue like his tail, 
reflected the light of the boat lamp. This mas the song of the siren: a song of melanchoy. 
Grisha realized that the creature mas trying to drouun him, per the mornings of all sea legends, and yet 
he began laughing. UUhat good mas a siren if the prey couldn't hear its song? Grisha laughed as ironicaiy and 
empty as a deaf man could. It mas so refreshing that there mas someone out there mho didnt pity or disgust him, 
but ment above and beyond to kill him. He mas honored and impressed, even touched. He perceived a sort of 
message in his bones, the uuelling up of trampled intentions, or maybe Ihe hope for understanding amongst fellouu 
man. Or fl coulcTve all been in his mind. He mouldn't knouu belter, anymays. 
flestori heard the uueitd throaty sounds coming from the sailor, and shut his mouth. His eyes searched 
the boat, flo harpoon or gun on deck Ony humble fishing supplies, nothing special. Tire you incapable of hearing7 
nestori spoke in human tongue, seeing if the prey mould respond or not. 
The ony response mas a blank stare. Grisha couldn't help but admire the creation of this mythical being. 
Rs unnatural as fish people should have been, the place inhere flesh became scales looked incrediby right. So 
much so that one mould monder mhy other humans didn't gram fins too. What a sad life fl mould be to lose one's 
legs. But to gain all of the seas? Old Fbp mould have throuun his legs to god and screamed, Take W 
Pi.. .cann't.. .heyarrr,' Grisha said mhen nestori mas cleary trying to speak to him. Phrases like Pre you 
deaf?' and 'Can you hear?' mere often asked, so he mas familiar uuith the inquiry. 
Then uuhat should I do nom7 nestori muttered to himself. 
Grisha grabbed a fish from his icebox a sizable trout he'd caught earlier, and moved fl at nestori. Padu7 
Did he eat fish? Or mas that cannibalism? 
nestori smiled and planted his fine hands on fcarus's rate to it himself up. Icarus rocked under the 
nemcomer and Grisha took nestori's forearms, clumsiy pulling him onto Ihe deck 
Ulhere do you come from? This is far for you, yes7 the siren miped back he hair as if raking through 
seameed. He thankUy took the fish that mas offered, even though he mould ony pick at it fl didn't look very appetiz­
ing. 
Grisha gestured for a pause to uuhalever Ihe siren uuas saying then grabbed a notebook and pencil. 
Peeurr,' he slurred and uurote something on a random page. 
nestori matched mhile plucking out Ihe glassy eyeballs of his fish and tossing them into his moulh. They 
had a taste of their omn. Grisha finished and turned the book so flestori could read. 
my name is Grisha. UUhat is yours? Grisha uuasn't sure that Ihe siren could read or mrite either, so he 
(middled his thumbs idy and sat on his striped lamn chair. 
Should nestori reaiy be playing the game? The siren set the fish aside and took up the pen and paper. 
He didn't knouu horn to read or mrite very uuell, didnl need to, but he'd aluuays had an interest in human literature. 
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Icarus continued lurching south, making small dips and sways like a nervous man who performs 
for the first time. Fog still lay thick enough that they couldn't see far ahead, but it wasn't unsettling for either of them. 
Heavy, yes, but comforting Grisha knew that the world out here was as silent as his own. The bliss of the un: 
known was as tempting as a sunset. He wanted to go down with it, to be swallowed by it. 
1 am Destori,' the siren spoke slowy. He exaggerated his mouth and tongue, and gave the notebook 
back to its owner. 
Grisha didnl quite inwardy recreate the sounds of words, how they were pronounced, but he had 
enough an idea. He lip read, and worked hard to split the clump into three groups like his mother taught him. Des. 1o. 
Ri. It was a nice name, much prettier looking than his own. Tlaisu da meed yo,# Grisha held out his hand for the 
traditional greeting and flestori took it without hesitation. 
Ylice to meet you too,' the siren smiled and looked at the human eye to eye. There was no mistaking 
the eyes of a sailor. He'd seen them all: alive, dull, and dead. Grisha's were some place in between, some place 
he couldn't pinpoint. They were a plain, uninteresting green with flecks of brown and gray. The iris held a hint of 
gold, flhfjes, where the humanity lay. 
Likewise, Grisha studied Destorfs face. Slackjaw, long nose, small ears, and eyes that stirred a whirl­
pool of blue and grey. LUhen their gazes lowered, Grisha took to keeping his mouth shut and writing in his notebook. 
He felt like he would've liked those old sea chanties and poems if he could hear them in spoken word. Old Fbp 
always sang them when they were sailing Grisha could tell because even though his grandfather wasn't always 
smiling the spirit within the song made Grisha's bones fainty tremble. 
Destori patienty watched Grisha write with script neary as bad as his own. The sailor flipped the 
notebook around. They were lucky the man had a reliable light because no moonlight was passing through the 
thickness of the fog. Quiet and slow, Icarus churned through smooth waters back home. Sbu are a siren? UUould 
you please sing a song for me? See if (jump into the ocean with you. 
W Destori guffawed. ILIhafs the point when you can't even hear it?' He slapped the air with his tains. 
TUhy should 17 
Grisha folded his hands on his lap and waited. 
The siren, tired but easiy flattered by earnestness, gave in with a sigh. "Right then, strange fellow.' He took 
Grisha's hands in his own with a humorous shake. There he held onto them. Light, smooth, and strangey honest. 
Such were the hands of a young boy, and not an adult man. Til sing an especiaiy sad onejust for you. Lefs hope 
we don't get you drowned before we leave the fog.' 
The sailor nodded dafty and sat with a relieved smile on his face as the siren blessed the wretched air 
with words he could never hear, yet could fuiy understand. 
The Witch Above Him 
Ftlyssa Boneck 
my eyes slid slouuy closed. The blue light still seeped through my eyelids, but the buzzing of the screen 
was enough to lull me to sleep, my head fell against my chest and my lingers pressed heavily on the keys, fm 
going to have a lot of back spacing to do, I thought faintly before succumbing to fog that was filling my brain. 
my head shot up. my arm retracted so quickly to my chest it collided with the flat Dr. Pepper on the desk, 
splashing the culprit of my rude awakening in the liquid. She arched her back, fur bristling and hissed at me before 
jumping from the desk. The tip of her tail twitched sharply as she sauntered from the room. 
"Little fucker,' I said, examining my. claw marked arm. Five deep lines, slowy oozing blood. I breathed 
out through my teeth. This is going to scar. I rolled back in my chair, pressing off from the wall under the desk. I 
stoppecjust beside the door and stood with a groan. I rolled my head from side to side as I walked down the hall 
to the bathroom. 
I flipped the light switch on and caught sight of myself in the mirror. Dark bags under the eyes. Fble. my 
cheek bones stood out lite sore thumbs. Gaunt, I thought, staring back at myself. I think this is what gaunt looks like. 
I opened the mirror and pulled out the antiseptic cream and bandages. After rinsing off the wound, I 
slathered on the antiseptic and wrapped it. I closed the mirror without looking in it and went out to the kitchen to feed 
Herbert. She was named after my great grandfather. He made me promise to carry on his name, my father was 
a Herbert, he'd say, and his father was a Herbert. Vbu should have been a Herbert, but my daughter had to have a 
Logan. He'd scratch the side of his nose, shaking his head. Logan, he'd mumble, then look back down at me and 
sigh. Vou've gotta continue the line: He'd prod my chest with a swollen finger. Carry on the line. 
I grabbed a can of cat food from the cabinet and peeled it open. I held it upside down, waiting for 
it to slide out with its signature squelch. The scent corjured sir Herbert. Her nose peeked out from the hall, slowy 
followed by the rest of her. Shejumped up onto the counter and waited for the food to hit the dish, her tail swishing 
languidy from side to side, sweeping all my mail to the floor. 
Finally, the food dropped. Herbert pounced on it, and I tossed the can and retrieved the mail from the 
ground. Coupons. Bills. Bills. Bunk. I set them back onto the counter as I sifted through them. After another layer of ads 
for stores I hadn't gone to in years, I was left holding a thick envelope. Light, though, I thought, tossing it in the air and 
catching it. It was addressed to me in pen, so from an actual human being, perhaps. I grabbed a knife and sliced 
the envelope open. I hadnt received personal mail in years. 
Peeking inside, I found a sprig of some lype of plant. I hesitated in picking it up. UJho would send me a 
dried out plant? LUitches. I tipped the envelope over, letting the plant fall onto the counter. Herbert came over and 
pawed at it, then sniffed her paw and prompty turned her butt to the plant. 
"So it's not catnip.' I pulled out the card that was still snug in the envelope. The writing on it was of the 
fancy sort. "Calligraphy," I said to myself quiety. I scanned the one sentence that graced the card and then set it 
down next to the sprig perplexed. 
I couldn't have a stalker. They couldn't see through the boarded up windows, and no one could have 
come in to plant cameras while I was gone because I havent left my house in over a year. 
ULIitches. The word echoed in my head. 
"Herbert, what do you think?" The cat glanced at me from where she sal, pawing at her cat litter. The 
is ulter shit," I agreed, looking at the card again. The is for your wounds, it read LUhal do you know about my 
wounds? I thought, flicking the card across the counter. 
Thoughts of Amy flashed through my mind. I shook my head. Ao. I won't think about it. I dropped my 
head into my hands. But, not wanting to think about itjust made the memories flood faster. A Peak Accident, the 
newspaper read. First page. She deserved first page. A freak accident the words kept spinning around my brain. 
Ao. II was freaks who started the accident. Damn witches. I grabbed fist fulls of hair. ITly chest was beginning b 
ache. I bent down to one knee, eyes closed, trying b locus on my breathing 
I have to mate my rounds. 
I rose quicky and grabbed a piece of beefjerky from the candy dish in the center of the counter and 
then slouuy uuent from kitchen to living room to bathroom and bedroom, checking all uuindouus and vents. They 
had to be secure. The uuindouus uuere looted behind their uuooden boards, the vents lined uuifh poisons. The door 
aluuays took the longest to assure myself that it uuas secure, because once every tuuo uueeks it had to be opened 
for my food to be delivered and the mail slot left open, apparenty to leceive strange letters uuith cryptic messages. 
But everything uuas secure, nothing out bf place. I left the sprig and card on the counter and retreated 
back into my room I dropped into my desk chair and pulled myself snuggy to the computer. I uuote up the'screen 
to find lines and lines of gibberish. I held douun the backspace button as I read over the section that uuas Ihe actual 
tevieuu: The shoes uuere as marketed. A deep brouun, and comfortable. I uuas surprised at houu uuell crafted they 
uueie. Mou could tell they uuere made by an experienced hand. 
The bullshit uuent on and on. I clicked submit. I ony had one more left to meet my uueeky quota.'l uuas 
eagery auuaiting payday Friday, as at the beginning of the uueek I had thought rd seen a cockroach gaeed'across 
the kitchen floor and had a massive panic attack UUho knouus if that uuas someone's familiar?-l had to get a uuhole 
neuj level of poison and then because I couldn't stop uuorrying about cracks in the uuindouus, I had to purchase all 
the uuood to secure them. Obviousyjust locking them uuasn't doing thejob. 
When it comes to the outside uuorld, nothing beats precaution, not even price. But, nouu.l uuas running 
louu on food. All that uuas left uuas the beefjerky, Herbert's food, and a feuu bottles of uuater. I couldn't possiby' drink 
fom the tap. Pixies had infiltrated the uuater systems before. All faucets uuere stuffed uuith cotton balls to keep out any 
infestations and the toilet had a lock on it for uuhen it uuasn't being used, t ev en bathed in uuater from those massive 
jug& 
I pulled out the next item I had to revieuu. A fo rearm sized box I sliced the tape and lifted the flaps. The 
item inside caused me to flown. I set the box on Ihe desk. If I revieuu it, I get paid, I reasoned to myself. But if you 
touch it, you could be cursed, my brain uuhispered back. 
I shook my mouse, uuaking up the computer screen and found the item's page. "I specificaiy said no 
magical items,' I grumbled as I read over Ihe description. It uuas for basic illusionary magic. Supposedy, able to be 
used by any level of magic learner. At the bottom of the description in all caps it read WARIITG TH6 ITEm IS PROAE 
ID SHORTAGE WHICH fTlAV CAUSE UAPROVOKED IfRAGB. Well, isn't thatjust great. I checked the return address of 
the package, tl mgtched the manufacturer's name listed for the item. 
"I need the money,' I said, picking up the wand from its coffin-like bedding. There uuas a small piece of 
paper titled Instructions beneath it. I read over the little paper. Seems simple enough. I held the uuand lighty, but tirmy. 
Aouu, focus on an image and, *Suuish and flick,' I said quiety, my mind seeing a cifyscape. 
Suddeny, the uuhole wall in front of me had transformed into the view from the top of a skyscraper. I felt 
the empty space between me and the ground. The tiny specs that were people made me think of ants, my chest 
constricted, my heart pounding. Things became hazy and I felt a sharp pain pulsing through my chest. I scrambled 
back rising dizziy from my chair. Is not real,' I mumbled, squeezing my eyes shut. I dropped my head into my 
hands, and tried to focus on my breathing. Is not real.' 
my heart was still hammering in my chest when I looked back up. The image was gone. "Basic 
magic my ass,' I said, sitting down and pulling myself back to the computer. I dropped the wand back into its box 
along with the instructions and rested my head on the desk. 
The rest of the evening random parts of the apartment changed. I went to go to the bathroom ony to 
open the door to find an endless chasm where the floor should have been. (Tly kitchen turned into a fiery hell-
scape for over an hour. 
Finaiy, ljust got exhausted with it and went to bed. Until my stomach woke me up by curling itself into a 
tiny ball of pain. I pulled myself out of bed and maneuvered my way down the hall, my eyes still crusted shut. 
I flipped the kitchen light on and instanty regretted it. Groaning I searched the counter for the jerky but my 
eye was caught by something else instead. I picked up the brownie and took a big bite, letting the rest fall back onto 
the counter, then turned back to the bedroom. I flopped on the bed, my last thought being how dry that brownie 
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had been. 
I sighed happiy as I stretched my limbs out, lov'ng the feeling of the silky sheets. I blinked my eyes open 
and reached to turn the end table light on. One thing I missed about the morning uuas the sunlight but I couldnt 
help the windows having to be boarded up. 
UUhy wasn't I reaching the light switch? 
I looked back at the lamp and my mouth fell open. fTly hand was covered in fur. my hand wasn't even 
a hand. I had a paw. I tried to wiggle my non-existent fingers, but nails flew out from the paw instead, [jumped up, 
landing on all fours. 
I opened my mouth to swear and a loud meow came out. I sprung out of bed and raced down the 
hall, the click of my nails ringing against the wood floor. I burst into the bathroom and leapt from the toilet I'd to the 
sink counter. I went on two legs, my front paws resting against the mirror, and stared into the face of a cat. 
It was a short hair. Chocolate brown. The fur shiny and soft looking. The ears were pressed flrmLj back. 
The eyes looked panicked, if a cafs eyes could porlray such a feling. Sill, I recognized the feline looking back at 
me. 
Tm Herbert,' I tr ied to say, but a loud yowl escaped instead, my paw sprung to cover my mouth. I 
gave one last glance to the face in the mirror, then dropped to all fours and leapt to the floor. I wandered down the 
half to the kitchen, my tail dragging on the floor behind me. I had to get rid of that wand, but that was a problem for 
later. 
On the floor of the kitchen, which currently looked like a damp, moss infested stone dungeon, my body 
laid in the fetal position. I crept up to it and lighty pressed a paw against its cheek. The eyes sprang open and I 
jumped back The eyes followed me, then looked down, seemingLj transfixed by its hand. The lingers wiggled, 
then it -1 - promptly began to lick them. 
myjaw fell open. Tm a cat. Tm my cat. This had to be an illusion. I began pacing around the dungeon, 
and slammed into the non-visible counter. I fell back onto my butt, dazed. Then backed up, said a silent prayer and 
leapt up onto the invisible counter. 
I landed on solid air and breathed out heavijy, accidentally hissing. I shut my mouth tightly and scanned 
the room from my new height. I saw an image that caused shock to shoot through me. The front door was open. 
-How long had it been open? How long had I been asleep, unsecured in my own bed? But, the familiar panic 
didn't follow the realization/my heart beat steadily, my breathing stayed normal, and I found another feeling come 
over me. 
Curiosity. 
I edged forward until I found where the counter ended and dropped to the floor. I maneuvered around 
the living room couch and coffee table, which loomed above me like giant's future, and .stopped in front of the open 
door. I sat. 
I sat and watched, nothing moved out there. The lights hummed steadiy, casting a harsh glow through­
out the hallway. The floor had scuffs. There was even a smudge of dried mud right outside the door across from 
mine. ITIy nose twitched, my tail swept across the floor. Back and forth. Back and forth... 
It couldn't hurt, I thought to myself. 
I crept forward, peeking my head out into the hall, flo one. I darted forward, stopping with my pawsjust 
before 1he mud. I sniffed it. ffly nose exploded with a million different sensations. This is what the world smells like? 
movement to my left caught my attention. I pounced before I could think. I was dazed by my own 
sudden movement, but below my front paws I felt something wiggling. I lifted one paw slowly, peeking benealh it. 
Cockroachl 
I smashed my paw back down, then lifted both my paws, forming a barrier so the bug could ony 
scurry closer to me. It sprung to attention, trying to race past me, but I pounced on it again. This time I gave the bug 
a head start, flinging it across the floor before chasing after it. 
It uuas headed straight for a vent, but I flew through the air landing in front of it and prompty licked it into 
my mouth. The crunch it made between my teeth was satisfying and I continued down the hall, my head and 
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tail held high. I came to the stairs andjumped douun the steps one by one, bringing myself to the lobby. The doors 
uuere propped open and the breeze that flooded the building uuas enticing. 
I scurried out the door and into the sunlight. Feet came douun all around me. I darted aroundjhem and 
crossed Ihe street to uuhere the scent of meat uuas strong, [jumped up onto the uuindouusill. It uuas the butcher's 
shop. Cases and cases of red meat taunled me from behind the uuindouu. Ijumped to the sideuualk and sat' 
myself douun next to the door, uuaiting for someone to enter. 
I didn't have to uuait long. After a feuu moments, a man came briskjy to the door. He glanced douun 
at me before grasping the door handle. As he opened it, I uuent to dart betuueen his legs, but his foot caught me 
instead and shoved me back. I batted at his ankle, but it quicky disappeared into the shop uuilh the door closed shut 
behind him. I glared at the door, the tip of my tail flicking from side to side, then turned from it and continued douun 
the sideuualk. 
I crossed the street to avoid a magic shop. I crossed it again as a store selling herbs came into vieuu, 
and then again farther douun the road uuhen I caught sight of a fortune tellers sign. But, soon I uuas distracted as little 
kids bent to pet me. A chunk of a sanduuich uuas tossed to me as I paused beside a cafe to uuatch a feather float 
through the air just out of my reach. I pulled the meat from the bread and meouued my thanks before moving on. 
I found myself in ITIiduuay FAark. I hadn't been there in so long The trees seemed bigger, houu much 
could they have grouun in a year and a halt? And then I remembered I uuas a cat. Everything uuas bigger. I spent 
the rest of the afternoon chasing the geese around the pond. Their terror amused me. 
UUhen I realized the sun UUQS beginning to set, I quicky climbed a tree. After shooing a nest of pixies off 
my branch I settling into Ihe bark. The vieuu uuas amazing. Pinks and purples spread across the sky, the colors vivid, 
reminding me of a stained glass uuindouu. Amy used to love this. Soon the sky faded to black and uuilh the sun 
gone, I figured I should go home. 
There uuere much less people out nouu. The feuu uuho mere didn't pay me any mind. I sauntered 
douun the street, a cat grin spread across my face. A block from home, I felt my fur bristle. LUhat mas that scent? ITfy 
heart began to pump and my eyes darted around until I caught the gleam of eyes matching me from the alley 
across the street. 
The eyes lunged formard, a gigantic creature coming into the moonlight. Its teeth shomn, glistening uuilh 
saliva, lis claims dug into the ground uuith each quickening step touuards me. Instead of running though, my nails 
sprung out and I threm myself at Ihe animal. ADy clams raked against its face before digging in. I held on tighty as 
the dog thrashed, but I soon found myself sailing through Ihe air. 
I landed on my feet and took off running. Everything mas a blur around me as I raced back home. The 
landlord masjust closing the doors to the apartments mhen I darted past her legs and up the stairs. 
Before I got to my home, though, I caught an odd scent in the air. I slomed, trying to place it but nothing 
came to mind. I follouued the smell to the floor above mine, halfuuay domn the hall to room 307.1 mas directy 
above my apartment. 
It mas mhen I got to the door thatlhe smell came back to me. I had smelt it that day. It uuas a strange 
concoction of herbs and magic. Something I hadn't even realized I had smelt mhen she mas lost, but nom. I 
recognized it. I t mas the smell of a uuitch. The smell of the freaks mho took my liancde amay from. The freaks mho 
made it so I couldn't even uualk outside anymore. A freak accident? That can happen anytimel 
I mas staring at the door, my fur bristled, my eyes tilled uuith rage as it mas smung open. A uuoman 
smiled domn at me. "Come in,' she said. 
UJitchl I meouued. The ony reason my nails uueren't embedded in her face mas because memories 
of Amy kept me frozen. They flashed in front of me. LUe uuere going to get ice cream, be cream! ITIy tail tmitched. 
And uuhat she got instead mas turned into a frog. 
A li ttle spill. An accident, they all assured me, but it couldn't be reversed. She had been touched my a 
pure mitches breuu. The best they could do mas erase her human memories, so she masn't tormented by them. 
Don't you uuant her ta live out the test of her days as a happy frog? They all crooned. Yes. Yes, of course, I had 
responded. 
The uuitch in front of me spoke, pulling me from my trance, "So I am. I warmed some milk for you.' 
ITIy ears perked up. She couldn't be that bad if she was offering milk, I reasoned. Or, Is a trap, my mind 
snapped back. I sat, contused as to what to do. UUitches weren't to be trusted. 
If you don't come in, you'll never get to be human again,' she added. 
my tail froze. She stepped to the side, gesturing me to enter. I stood and sloiuy walked past her into the 
apartment. Everything looked normal. That is, until I caught sight of a large glass terrarium led with cockroaches, my 
back arched, a hiss escaping my throat. She bent down next to me. 
"Yes, I've been spying on you,' she said, stroking the fur from my head and down my back. "You're an 
interesting case. I wanted to help.' Before I could realize what was happening, I was clutched to her chest and 
rising from the floor. I struggled against her and she dropped me onto the counter where a bowl of milk sat. 
I sniffed it, then took a lick A deep rumble emanated from my chest. I lapped up the rest of the milk as 
she pet me and spoke. "You trie d very hard to keep me out, but I'm clever with a power tool and you never check 
you ceiling.' She laughed. It was a pretty laugh. "You receiving the wand wasjust luck on my part. I thought I was 
going to have to get Herbert to eat Ihe herb, but you swallowed that thing whole.' She ruffled my ears. 
The milk was gone, and I turned to look up at her. 
1 have a charm that allows me to see through such basic illusionary magic. UUhaf did it look like to you 
that you ate it in such a hurry7 
meow. 
She giggled. The celestial beings must have wanted my plan to work then.' She patted my head. "A 
brownie. I could go for a brownie.' 
I nipped at her hand. I want my body back I tried to speak I need to be able to get my body back Or, 
maybe it would be best if IJust forgot everything, the idea snaked into my mind. 
She nodded. The magic will wear off by midnight. This was a simple body switching spell, not a 
transformation one. You will be ok but I want you to remember tonight, how wonderful outside can be. I have 
some herbs that can help with your anxiety. And I hope you remember me.' She played with my tail. Tflaybe we 
could have dinner sometime.' 
I stared up at her, unblinking. Seriously? 
"Of course I am.' She pulled me into her lap. I couldn't help it as I started to purr as she continued to pet 
me. "Moull have to clean up a bit first. Herbert did try to use the litter box while you were gone.' 
Conixersahon turn tfi Scott C air ns 
On Thursday, flovember 5th, 2015, poet Scott Cairns visited Valparaiso Univer­
sity to give a reading of his newest collection of poetry, *The Slow Pilgrim/in 
the Chapel of the Resurrection Cairns is a librettist, memoirist translator, and 
prolific author, as well as a professor of English at the University of fTlissouri He 
also happens to be witty, reflective, and constantly intuitive in his undertandhg 
of the writing process. UUhat follows is an inlerview with Caims, conducted by 
Lighter Editor in Chief Rbigd Rccettura the day after his reading. 
flccettura 
UUhy don't lue start by talking atxStorA you car^ffpoetry? UUhat led you there? 
Cairns 
UUell I didn't reaiy knouu. I uuanted to be a poet bub did grouu up uuith poetry. fT1y father uuas a high 
school English teacher, qnd besid||l|aching litoralye courses he also taught creative uuriting courses 
and photography courses. He uuas kind ofj'ust an arey guy. He dabbled in poetry himself, he some­
times uurofe poems for church eve® El# he-dap loved Robert Rost, so he uuould recite Robert Frost 
off the cuff throughout my life.. .Thee uuas also •thing back then called "Beets in the Schools/ and 
there uuas en agreement befuueen LUa#iington%fete and Oegon state to use each others poets to 
visit schools. Rnd there uuasTf^et named UUilliam Stafford uuho uuas a fequent visitor to my father's 
classes. Rnd probaby duringmujunior and senior higjauears he visited maybe four times— he 
uuould visit my father's classes and then my father uU0§0 brirag him home for dinner before he had to 
drive back douun tp romnd. So on several occasions I had the bene! of having this reaiy interesting 
brilliant poet at the d inner table. And then my dad uuould often make him read poems to us.. .Gafford 
. use d to teep h| poems on these tiny pieces of paper that he kept bundled up in a uuad in his back 
RR 
lilhen did you start publishing? 
SC 
UUhen I uuas in c ojfege. I thin k uuhen I uuas a sophomore IJust started publishing poems in little 
Wmapzines. UJheftTgot to g rad school I b egan to submit things more uuidey. But I us ed to get lots of 
rejections. I used to tape all the rejection letters up on my uuall as a badge of honor, as a reminder to m 
keep uuorking hard#;1 had a whole uuall full of them. I think ignorance is uuhat kept me going— I knew 
? if rtiidhfed to make it as a jcoet I h ad to keep sending things in, regardless of uuhefher or not they were 
accepted, find eventual the balance began to shift. But I got m y ego out of it pretty eary because of 
Rnnie Dillard. Shetought me that ifs not about you, ifs about the text, about the uuord. find I bought into 
that. I try to help rrty students understand that poetry isn't about a personal expression of feelings— ifs 
about setting up'd scene on a page so that toe reader can have an emotbnal event instead. 
RR 
* UUhat inspires your poetry? 
SC 
Other poets, |jj$osty. Other ideas, fm kind 6f c God'obsessive, so.. .back uuhen I got started, there 
lueren't that many peopl| writing about God. Row there are a lot more. But I thin k uuhat inspires me 
most is uuanling to knouu a lot more. I'm committed to the idea that if you press language it uuill reveal 
something. So ljust uurite to find out, and I read to find out. I have a habit of being in dialogue uuith the 
things I read. I us uaiy keep my uuriting pad right next to the book I'm reading, so that at the first inkling of 
a response to something fm seeing I can startjotting douun that response. Rnd eventuaiy I set t he book 
douun and focuS on whafs on the pad, and uuork that into something shapey. 
Rfl 
What kinds of things do you ike to read? 
SC 
I read poetry, mosty. I sometimes read novels. I have a lot of friends uuho uurite, so I try to keep up with 
their work , find I hen there are texts that I re-rea d a lot, that I turn to for generating mu own responsive 
texts. But in the past 20 years I've been reading a lot in wh at we-call 'church history" or the writing of 
the Saints— theological works, but not so much theological workqby peo^who ciljoemselves 
theologians,' but from primary sources from the eary centuries. 
RR 
UUhy is that interesting to you? 
SC 
Because I wr esfle with my own faith, find I find that a way to deepen if is when I look at peo ple uyho 
take it seriousy, a nd read and write in dialogue whilej'm engaged with their words. I think a life of 
prayer helps to maintain a life of faith, but a life of conversation with people who take it seriousy a nd 
have seen flings that I haven' t seen, that helps me deepen the faith. One. of my favorites is Saint Isaac 
of Syria I red| his work every day. ji 
RR 
Do you ev^xperienrSEwrifer's bloc^fe?% 
SC 
I thin k once I mentioned aster' s blocklo UUilliam Stafford in convers ation, and he said 'well whenever 
you experience'writer's bjfokjust lower your standards' And I thin k there's something to that, most 
times, writaHbjock generate occurs whenfue start editing before we start drafting. Ifs at least a two 
part sequent— you tope to pile up the clay befojfe you son shape it into a pleasing vessel. So in a 
way that offhand 'remark' by Safford helped me realize not to edit before there's something to edit-
just to write , and polrit out and pile it up, and then shapJit and edit. I do think writer's block has more 
to do with anxiety thcNihas to do with being out of ideas, flfeo I think, wh en people try to write by 
staring blanky out a windoH^Jhey're more likey to enc ountera kind of nolhing. But if you op en a book 
and are reading a book, thereysymelhing there. actuaiy distract yoursel f from the fact that 
you're sitting down to write by rer$Jt%And th^n something you're reading will provoke something to 
write. And the stakes aren't very high ye^u'rejusf reqdihg a book. And eventuaiy something you read 
will make you think of something else, and you| gp-back and forth, and eventuaiy then you'll have 
something to work on. So thafs why I thi nk people suffer from writer's block Because they rey too 
much on their own imaginations to create something out of nothing And IJust think ifs a lot easier to 
create out of something than it is out of nothingjjK 
RR 
UUhafs your favorite part about being a poet, and having the career that you have, as a writer and as 
a teacher? UJhat moment is Ihe most frilling for you? 
SC 
Probaby reading. I guess, I'm a poet, but I'm mosty a guy on a journey. LUriting is parr of thatjoumey. 
But increasingy I think I have more pleasure in Ihe quiet and the silliness shared by a text, entering inro 
a stillness with a text and letting those words open me up in a way that I use d to count on my or un 
words to do. |jg 
RR 
ULIhat kind of advice do you give students who are also pursuing poetry as a career? 
SC 
Get a goodjob cooking llearn how to cook. I su pplemented my income as a graduate student as a 
sous chef, working for different chefe in different ptoces^s^bod wort pnd ifqespeciaiy good work tor 
a poet. Because uuhat poets know, what most writers know, is that when you're writing a text, you're 
making a thing. Ifs all about stuff, the stuff of language. So the more experience you have working 
with stuff, and not thinking abstracty, the better off you'll be as a poet. So mincing a bunch of onions, 
building a soup, building a sauce, the detail and concentration involved— these are all transferable to 
the making of a text. 
fifl 
I can't he lp but ask, where did you learn to cook? 
sc 
^JJhen I wapjpung 1 was a bus boy at a country club. Rnd the club had a German chef who was 
hard to work. with, and wouid periodical tire people in the middle of a dinner service. So on one 
evening hiyusf walkeaout info the dining room and pulled me off the floor and gave me some stuff to 
cut up. Rnd that happened again and again, until eventuaiy when I would come into work and suit up 
for my bus boyjob, he would take myjacket from me and give me an apron instead and make me 
work the line, find h e taught me knife skills, and how to season, and all the basic stuff. Rnd then when I 
went to college I work ed in restaurants as a line cook, and then as a graduate students I m oved up to 
sous phef. Plus, if you work as a cook, you don't have to spend that much money on groceries. 
Rfl 
Vou mentioned being on ajourney— do you find travel to be.important to you in terms of inspiring 
work? 
SC 
Mou trow, I don't need travel for the wor k. I don't n eed travel to jenerate poe^l, I nee d iap gerferate 
compassion. I thi nk, eary in my life I wa s a pretty selfish person, and prettyJKgmental.#id I earned 
along the way that those aren't good things. So it helps me to mitigate my pwn isolation, nay own 
self-protection, self-concern. Having children was a huge step | that. Being iparried to sojpeone I love 
who loves me beck. But now I'm careful to be canstanty aware of the othJBnd oppkro the other, 
leveling helps me do that much more thaqjust sitting in an office does. To actuaiy rook in the face of 
someone who's experience is very different from my own and then to e nte^ into* conversation with 
them abouMhe troubles or the beauty in their lives— thafs vital, my goal is tpJKme the person I'm 
called to be, in the best way that I can. lavel Becomes a tool for that. Fbpfrti becomes a tool for that. 
ContrilLiLiiioir s cJ\fol <BS 
Brittany Barrett-1 am art English 6nd Spanish double mgor uMSmhor, 
love looking at how all forms of art can shape us and teach 
flladetine Bartsch- llladeline is a senior Secondary Education and English mg'or whose love of literary 
magazines stems back to reading countless hours of bad sports poetry for her high school's magazine. Hen'n 
piece is for Sierra her old co-editor, she hopes that a handful of paragraphs can even come close to captur­
ing Sierra's essence and how much she is missed ' 
flathan Biancardi-1 was bom to artist parents and have been drawing since I could hold a crayon. IJly art 
is stylized because I do caricature art of people, and I love the concept of identjty of a person or an object 
I enjoy many artistic time periods but I usually blend different styles in drawing and painting. Thick and thin 
lines are my favorite part of drawing, and using a lot of brush strokes to paint gives my pieces a lot of expres­
sion 
Blyssa Boneck- Rlyssa is a junior creative writing mg'or with a business minor. She dreams of the day 
when her writing to-do list has as many checkmarks as her school to-do list, though She's rather uncertain at 
the current moment if hat time will ever come. It may be worth white to add hat *The UUitch Rbove Him' was 
written for a class assignment 
Sarah Geekie- Sarah is a senior English mgor with a ITIusic minor. UJhen she has free time, she likes to pet 
cats and eat chocolate. She also enjoys re-readhg childhood books, using oher people's Snapchat fitters, and 
avoiding social interaction 
Samantha Holland- Hi, I'm Sam and I try to avoid my responsibilities as long as humanly possible by taking 
cool pictures instead 
Kendall Kartaly- (Tly name is Kendall I read ma ny books, drink too much coffee, and have great stories to 
tell one day. 
flicholas Knox-1 am a photographer, whose primary focus is h he field of stre^ 
work brings a certain level of appreciation to photography as anjjrtform 
Blake Larson- Blake is a digital art mgor and loves digital 
moment not posed or setup. 
Stacy mcKeigue- Stacy is a senior digital media mgoymih a creatii 
her first collection of love poems, tentatively titled Sinceretyffours,' 
Cheyenne minix- Cheyenne is a Freshman creative writing mgor uJth an art minor. Shei 
t&come an established fiction auhor, asu^J^s a travel writer cpd photogr apher. 
fTlarci Stavig- tflarci is a decretive, sensitive, little creative, half-awake as she writes this 
is willing to say, is hat she hopes you enjoy Sj^gntasiical whim&ofher writing •1 ,h'^h c 
you, andtuJshes ev&rgqne luck in heir own detusjoriai endeavor|. 
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